IoT Consumer
Confidence in 2018
Enterprise cloud complexity: is IoT
adoption at risk?

Dynatrace surveyed 10,000 consumers
around the world to understand their IoT
experiences to date and their performance
related concerns for the future.
What did we discover? Concern amongst consumers is at peak
levels. At best, IoT performance problems result in
inconvenience and at worst, injury or even fatalities.
Organizations are faced with massive cloud complexity and are
set to invest trillions in R&D development. But could consumer
concern cause a massive failure to launch?

8.4 billion connected “things” in use in 2017
rising to 20.4 billion by 2020
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By 2020, $267 billion will be spent on IoT
technologies, products and services
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IoT on the road
IoT on the road and the potential for software
glitches is a major concern for consumers.
Billions of R&D dollars are being thrown at the
self-driving car – but will consumers trust
them with their lives?
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IoT in the home
Consumers are worried that IoT performance problems in their home will leave
them locked out, without heating or lighting and overcharged for amenities.
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healthcare
Consumers are really concerned
that IoT performance problems
could result in their clinical data
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data could be
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aged 55+ would not trust
IoT devices to administer
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being compromised. Sentiment
around smart devices
administering medicine is
particularly adverse amongst
55+ age range.
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Making IoT perform
Consumers need to truly believe there is no need to fear IoT failure
Performance problems are rife

It’s not possible to overcome that type of
complexity manually

Organizations investing in IoT need to get a
handle on complexity or risk failure

Organizations need monitoring and
intelligence platforms that provide real-time

Applications that drive IoT experiences are
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Check out the full IoT Consumer Confidence Report

Learn more at dynatrace.com
Dynatrace has redefined how you monitor today’s digital ecosystems. AI-powered, full stack and completely automated, it’s the only solution that provides answers,
not just data, based on deep insight into every user, every transaction, across every application. The world’s leading brands, including, 72 of the Fortune 100, trust Dynatrace
to optimize customer experiences, innovate faster and modernize IT operations with absolute confidence.
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